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ABSTRACT
The Project for Intercomparison of Land-Surface Parameterization Schemes phase 2(d) experiment at
Valdai, Russia, offers a unique opportunity to evaluate land surface schemes, especially snow and frozen
soil parameterizations. Here, the ability of the 21 schemes that participated in the experiment to correctly
simulate the thermal and hydrological properties of the soil on several different timescales was examined.
Using observed vertical profiles of soil temperature and soil moisture, the impact of frozen soil schemes
in the land surface models on the soil temperature and soil moisture simulations was evaluated.
It was found that when soil-water freezing is explicitly included in a model, it improves the simulation
of soil temperature and its variability at seasonal and interannual scales. Although change of thermal
conductivity of the soil also affects soil temperature simulation, this effect is rather weak. The impact of
frozen soil on soil moisture is inconclusive in this experiment due to the particular climate at Valdai, where
the top 1 m of soil is very close to saturation during winter and the range for soil moisture changes at the
time of snowmelt is very limited. The results also imply that inclusion of explicit snow processes in the
models would contribute to substantially improved simulations. More sophisticated snow models based on
snow physics tend to produce better snow simulations, especially of snow ablation. Hysteresis of snowcover fraction as a function of snow depth is observed at the catchment but not in any of the models.
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1. Introduction
The land surface is an important component of the
climate and weather system. The numerical expression
of land surface processes plays an important role in both
climate and weather forecast models (e.g., HendersonSellers et al. 1993; Gedney et al. 2000). As part of the
lower boundary of the atmosphere, the land surface is
strongly connected with atmospheric variations in several ways. By affecting water and energy flows between
the land surface and the atmosphere, the thermal and
hydrological status of the soil is strongly connected with
the atmosphere. A large number of land surface schemes
(LSSs) have been designed to simulate land surface processes in a variety of numerical ways. Models include
all the important processes but might emphasize different ones depending on their specific goals.
The Project for Intercomparison of Land-Surface Parameterization Schemes (PILPS) aims to improve understanding of the parameterization of interactions between the atmosphere and the continental surface in
climate and weather forecast models (Henderson-Sellers
et al. 1993, 1995). PILPS phase 2(d) (Schlosser et al.
2000) was designed to investigate land surface simulations in a climate with snow and seasonally frozen
soil, making use of a set of meteorological and hydrological data spanning 18 yr (1966–83) from a grassland
catchment at the Valdai water-balance research station
in Russia (Vinnikov et al. 1996; Schlosser et al. 1997).
This offline experiment uses meteorological and radiation data as forcing and hydrological data to evaluate
the LSS performances. A pilot study (Schlosser et al.
1997) using two LSSs, a simple bucket hydrology model
(Budyko 1956; Manabe 1969) and a more complex biosphere model, the Simplified Simple Biosphere Model
(SSiB; Xue et al. 1991), illustrated the suitability of
these datasets for stand-alone simulations.
There are several advantages in the PILPS 2(d) experiment compared with other PILPS phase 2 experiments. The seasonal snow cover at Valdai allows us to
evaluate snow schemes in the participant LSSs, examining both seasonal cycles and interannual variations.
Seasonally frozen soil also offers a unique opportunity
to check the model simulations of soil temperature and
the frozen soil schemes, if present. (When the soil temperature is below 08C, it is the water in the soil that is
frozen. Therefore, whenever we use the term frozen soil
we really mean frozen soil water.) Since runoff simulation is affected both by snow and the partitioning of
meltwater in the models, the role of the frozen soil physics in the partitioning of meltwater can be evaluated
based on daily observations of runoff and soil temperatures. Additionally, the Valdai experiment ran for 18
yr, allowing both the seasonal cycle and interannual variations to be investigated.
Twenty-one LSSs (Table 1) of varying complexity
and based on different modeling philosophies participated in PILPS 2(d). They performed a control simu-

TABLE 1. Participating land surface schemes. Schlosser et al. (2000)
gives references for all the PILPS 2(d) schemes. Soil temperature:
ZS 5 zero storage; FR 5 force–restore; HC 5 heat conduction.
Model
1
2

AMBETI
BASE

3

BATS

4
5
6
7
8
9

BUCKET
CLASS
CROCUS
CSIRO
IAP94
ISBA

10
11
12

MAPS
MOSES
NCEP

13
14

PLACE
SECHIBA2

15
16
17
18

SLAM
SPS
SPONSOR
SSiB

19

SWAP

20
21

UGAMP
UKMO

Contact(s)
H. Braden
A. Slater
C. Desborough
A. Pitman
Z. L. Yang
R. E. Dickinson
C. A. Schlosser
D. Verseghy
P. Etchevers
E. Kowalczyk
Y. Dai
F. Habets
J. Noilhan
T. Smirnova
P. Cox
K. Mitchell
Q. Duan
A. Boone, P. Wetzel
P. de Rosnay
J. Polcher
C. Desborough
J. Kim
A. B. Shmakin
Y. Xue
C. A. Schlosser
Y. M. Gusev
O. N. Nasonova
N. Gedney
P. Cox

Soil
Frozen
temperature soil?
HC
HC

Yes
Yes

FR

No

ZS
HC
HC
HC
HC
FR

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

HC
HC
HC

No
Yes
Yes

HC
HC

No
No

HC
HC
HC
FR

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

FR/ZS

Yes

HC
HC

No
No

lation and five additional simulations designed to address the sensitivity of the LSSs to downward longwave
radiation forcing, and the timescale and causes of simulated hydrological variability (Schlosser et al. 2000).
Schlosser et al. (2000) focused on the hydrological outputs of model simulations requested by PILPS 2(d) and
compared the models’ performances against observed
data on seasonal and annual timescales. They concluded
that the models’ root-zone soil moisture falls within the
observed spatial variability in nearly all cases, which
indicates that models can capture the broad features of
soil moisture variations. They analyzed the water-flux
partition on an annual basis and found that nearly all
the models partition the incoming precipitation into
evaporation and runoff in a manner similar to observations in a broad sense. But they also pointed out that
there is quite a bit of intermodel variability of the ratio
of evaporation to runoff partitioning. Since the major
runoff event takes place in the spring when snow is
melting, the partition of the meltwater into infiltration
or runoff at this time contributes considerably to the
annual water budget. They concluded that a detailed
study during the melt period was needed to further address the reasons for these variations.
Slater et al. (2001) conducted a further detailed analysis of the snow schemes in these models and compared
them with observations from Valdai available then, and
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concluded that the models are able to capture the broad
features of the snow regime on intra- and interannual
bases. They indicated that snow evaporation, snow albedo, and snow-cover fraction have a large impact on
the snow simulations during ablation.
In spite of these previous analyses of the PILPS 2(d)
experiment, the role of frozen soil schemes in affecting
soil thermal properties, spring runoff, and infiltration
has not been studied before. Different snow-cover fraction formulations were discussed by Slater et al. (2001),
but no observations were available then to evaluate these
models. The objective of this study is to take advantage
of PILPS 2(d) results that have not been analyzed before
and new datasets to examine these issues. Specifically,
we will focus on answering the following questions: 1)
How well do land surface models with and without frozen soil schemes simulate soil temperature, and what is
the impact of the frozen soil scheme on soil temperature
simulations? 2) How well do land surface models simulate spring runoff and soil moisture, and what is the
impact of the frozen soil scheme on the soil moisture
and runoff simulations? 3) What is the role of the snow
model in land surface modeling over cold regions?
In the next section we briefly summarize the observational data used in the experiment, and describe in
detail new data that we have recently acquired and used
for the first time. Section 3 gives the analysis, and discussion and conclusions are presented in section 4.
2. Description of the site and datasets
Descriptions of the continuous 18 yr (1966–83) of
atmospheric forcing and hydrological data are given in
detail by Vinnikov et al. (1996) and Schlosser et al.
(1997). An overview of the dataset and a description of
additional observational data are given below.
Table 2 lists the entire set of observations. We use
most of them in this study. The data were obtained from
the Valdai water-balance station (58.08N, 33.28E) located in a boreal forest region (Fig. 1). Atmospheric
data were measured at the meteorological site Priusadebny, in the central part of the Valdai Experimental
Station, including temperature, pressure, and humidity
measured at 2 m, and wind speed at 10 m. The atmospheric data used as forcing by all the schemes were
originally sampled at 3-h intervals and were interpolated
to 30-min intervals (or 5 min in some cases) using a
cubic-spline interpolation procedure so that they could
be utilized by the models. Downward shortwave radiation and downward longwave radiation were simulated
based on observed cloudiness and temperature (Schlosser et al. 2000). The 21 LSSs were run for an 18-yr
period forced by these observations. The monthly averaged downward shortwave radiation varies from about
20 W m 22 in the winter to 290 W m 22 in the short
summer each year (Fig. 2). The strong seasonal cycle
is mainly due to the large seasonal change of sun angle
at this high latitude. The interannual variation of the
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TABLE 2. Observational dataset at Valdai.
Meteorological data from meteorological station Priusadebny: taken
every 3 h, 1966–83
Precipitation
2-m air temperature
Pressure
Humidity
Wind speed
Hydrological data from Usadievskiy catchment
Total soil moisture in the top layer every 10 cm down to 1-m
depth: 1 to 3 times per month, 1966–85
Discharge: daily, 1966–85
Depth of groundwater table: monthly, 1960–90
Water equivalent snow depth: irregularly, 1960–90
Soil surface evaporation: 10-day period sum from late spring to
early autumn, 1966–85
Snow cover fraction, snow thickness, and snow density: irregularly, 1966–85
Freezing/melting depth: irregularly, 1966–85
Groundwater depth: every 5 days at different sites inside the
catchment, 1966–85
Data from meteorological station (Priusadebny)
Soil surface temperature: daily, 1967, 1971–85
Soil temperature at 20, 40, and 80 cm: daily, 1967, 1971–85
Soil surface evaporation: 10-day period sum from late spring to
early autumn, 1966–85
Surface albedo: irregularly, 1966–85

downward shortwave radiation is strong during the 18yr, with the absolute variability greater in the summer
than in winter. The amplitude of the interannual variation after removing the seasonal cycle can be up to 80
W m 22 on a monthly basis in the summer. The seasonal
variation of the downward longwave radiation is much
weaker than that of the downward shortwave radiation,
but the interannual variation of longwave radiation has
a larger amplitude during the winter rather than summer.
This is because of the similar pattern for air temperature
(Fig. 2). The monthly average air temperature gets down
to 2108C in January. The temperature threshold to separate snow from rainfall was specified as 08C in this
experiment (Schlosser et al. 2000), so most of the precipitation was snow during the winter. The precipitation
shows some seasonality, varying from 1.5 to 3.5 mm
day 21 on a monthly basis. The peak in October (Fig. 2)
is quite important, as it is the major source of soil moisture recharge before the snow covers the ground. Although precipitation has a small interannual variation
during the winter, the interannual variation of snow
depth is still rather large, as we will see in the next
section. This can be attributed to the large interannual
variation in air temperature and longwave radiation during the winter.
Long-term hydrological measurements were taken at
the Usadievskiy catchment at Valdai, which has an area
of about 0.36 km 2 and is covered with a grassland meadow (Fig. 1). The Usadievskiy catchment is a few kilometers away from the meteorology station at Priusadebny. The hydrological data described by Vinnikov et
al. (1996) and Schlosser et al. (1997, 2000) contain only
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FIG. 1. Map of the Usadievskiy catchment at Valdai and its location, modified from Fig. 1 in Schlosser et al. (1997). Filled circles are
water-table measurement sites. Open circles with dashed lines indicated the snow measurement sites and routes, respectively. Discharge is
measured at the stream outflow point of the catchment (see bold bracket) at the lower left-hand corner of the catchment map. Filled triangles
indicate the measurement sites of soil freezing and thawing depths.

the monthly average evapotranspiration, runoff, liquid
water equivalent snow depth [or, snow-water equivalent
(SWE)], top 1-m soil moisture, and water-table depth,
which are only enough to study general features of the
model performance on monthly and longer timescales.
High-resolution observational data are needed to study
processes with short timescales. We recently obtained
additional daily observational data from Valdai, including daily soil temperature at different depths, soil moisture at different depths every 10 days, surface albedo
when snow is present, and daily catchment discharge.
The discharge from the catchment was measured daily
by a triangular weir and hydrometric flume at the catchment outflow site at Usadievskiy (Fig. 1). If the water
head at the weir did not exceed 100 mm, the discharge
was calculated following an empirical relationship between heads and discharges for the catchment. The total
discharge was converted to runoff rate by taking into
account the area of the catchment. We further modified
the runoff to account for the monthly variations in the
observed catchment-average water-table depth following Schlosser et al. (1997). This is because the water

table is very shallow at this catchment and the variation
of the water table somewhat contributes to the discharge
measured at the outflow site. However, this modification
is relatively small. As we cannot separate the total runoff
further into specific components, we compare this total
runoff to the total runoff from the model simulations,
which is the sum of the surface runoff, drainage from
the root zone, and the lateral flow.
Soil moisture was measured using the gravimetric
technique at 12 locations distributed over the Usadievskiy catchment (Fig. 1), and the average of these 12
measurements is used. The amount of water in each 10cm soil layer down to 1 m was recorded at each measurement. The estimated error of this technique is about
61 cm for the top 1-m soil moisture (Robock et al.
1995). Soil moisture was usually sampled three times a
month, on the 8th, 18th, and 28th. Sometimes, especially
when the ground was frozen, it was measured monthly
on the 28th. Although only the root-zone [top 1-m in
this catchment, as specified by Schlosser et al. (2000)]
soil moisture was requested in the control run from the
schemes, the multidepth observations will help us un-
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FIG. 2. Seasonal and interannual variation of the major atmospheric forcings on a monthly scale in the PILPS
2(d) experiment. (left) The mean seasonal cycles and (right) the monthly and seasonal anomaly contours.

derstand the water flow inside the soil during the winter
and the melting period. Since the observations are only
taken three times a month, and in some cases only once
a month, and soil moisture is a moisture reservoir and
not a flux, the monthly averaged value is not really
suitable for model evaluation. Therefore, as in many
other studies, we use the soil moisture at the end of
each month (i.e., on the 28th) to study the seasonal and
interannual variations.
SWE was measured irregularly during the season at
44 locations inside the catchment (Fig. 1) when snow
was present and more frequently during snow ablation.

The averaged number of measurement times each winter
was about 13. The snow begins accumulating in late
November each year and melts around the next April.
The maximum snow depth and the time and duration
of melting varied from year to year (Fig. 3). Some other
snow characteristics were also observed at Valdai during
winter. The snow depth was measured whenever SWE
was measured at the snow courses, and the snow density
was derived from them. The snow-cover fraction was
also recorded based on all the snow measurements.
Since this is a relatively flat catchment covered with
grass the snow-cover fraction is 1 most of the winter,
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FIG. 3. Observed time series of snow water equivalent (SWE, mm, filled circles) and the depths (mm) of the top and bottom of the
frozen soil layer for each year. The gray dashed lines are observations from each individual location and the black lines are the average.

but it can vary dramatically during spring snowmelt
(Fig. 4). The surface albedo was measured at the meteorological site Priusadebny approximately 4 km from
the Usadievskiy catchment. It was measured with a pyranometer at about 1.5 m above the surface at local noontime. The pyranometer measured downward and upward
shortwave radiation alternatively with the same sensor
facing up and down. The field of view of the sensor is
relatively small when it faces downward due to its low
mounting point. Therefore the representativeness of the
surface albedo observation is unreliable for the catchment although the two sites are very close in distance
and surface characteristics. For this reason, the surface
albedo observations are not used in this study, but the
data are introduced here.
The soil temperature was measured daily at the meteorology site at Priusadebny. Thermometers were
placed vertically into the soil with the mercury bulbs at
20, 40, 80, and 120 cm below the surface and only
extracted at the time of reading. The surface temperature
was measured with a thermometer lying horizontally on
the surface with the bottom half of the mercury bulb
covered by soil or snow. If the surface was covered by
snow, the thermometer was put on the snow surface.

Therefore, it measured the snow surface temperature
when snow was present and soil surface temperature at
other times. We use these data, keeping in mind that
they might differ slightly from the situation at the Usadievskiy catchment.
Besides the soil temperature, the depths of the top
and bottom of the frozen soil layer were measured several times each winter at six locations inside the catchment (Fig. 1). A plastic pipe filled with water was placed
vertically into the soil. It was extracted from the soil at
the time of observations to measure the position of the
frozen layer. Even if soil temperature is relatively homogeneous over a small distance, the thickness of the
frozen soil layers can have a much larger variation from
one point to another due to naturally heterogeneous soil
moisture fields. The spatial heterogeneity of soil moisture and frozen soil thickness, however, is beyond the
scope of this study. We use the averaged thickness from
five of those six observations to represent the catchmentaveraged values while keeping in mind that this quantity
has larger spatial variations (Fig. 3). One observation
was always very different from the other five, which
makes it less representative of the whole catchment although the observation itself might be correct.
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FIG. 4. The observed relationship between (a) snow depth and snow-cover fraction, and (b) SWE and
snow-cover fraction. The numbered arrows indicate the possible path of changes of snow-cover fraction and
SWE during a winter. See text for discussion. Observations are shown for the entire 18-yr period at Valdai.

The maximum frozen soil thickness has a very large
interannual variation (Fig. 3). The soil froze to a depth
of more than 500 mm in the winter of 1971/72 but there
was virtually no frozen soil in the winter of 1974/75.
There was a general tendency for the soil to be frozen
more deeply when there was less snow and the temperature was colder, as expected. The correlation between the frozen depth and the snow depth is about 0.3,
positive but relatively small.
3. Analysis
In this section, we first study soil temperature simulations. We compare models with a frozen soil scheme
to those without, and to observations, to understand the
thermal effects of an explicit frozen soil scheme. Then
the hydrological effects of the frozen soil scheme on
infiltration are analyzed by comparing the soil moisture
change and runoff simulations during spring snowmelt
with the observations. The last part of this analysis focuses on the hysteresis of snow-cover fraction and its
impact on the snow simulation.
a. Soil temperature and thermal effects of frozen soil
Soil temperature is an important factor in land surface
and atmospheric modeling. The soil surface temperature
directly affects longwave radiation, sensible heat flux,
and ground heat flux. A small error in soil temperature
at the surface can introduce a large error in upward
longwave radiation. The wrong soil temperature profile
will produce the wrong ground heat flux, which in turn
changes the energy budget at the surface and changes
other energy terms, such as sensible and latent heat
fluxes. Additionally, soil temperature denotes the existence of frozen soil. It also affects the initial snow

accumulation at the soil surface. For all these reasons,
correct soil temperature simulation is very important.
1) SOIL

TEMPERATURE SCHEMES AND
REPRESENTATION OF THERMAL EFFECT OF
FROZEN SOIL

Different approaches are currently implemented in
different land surface models to simulate soil temperature and ground heat fluxes (Table 1). They can be
simply grouped into the following three categories.
(i) Zero-storage approach
This approach can be generally expressed by the following equation:
R n 2 LE 2 H 2 G 5 0,

(1)

where R n (W m 22 ) is net radiation, LE (W m 22 ) is latent
heat, H (W m 22 ) is sensible heat, and G (W m 22 ) is
ground heat flux. A typical bucket model uses this approach. It has only one soil layer in a hydrological sense
and has no thermal layers, so the surface has no heat
storage. The soil is assumed to be at a temperature that
satisfies the energy balance at all times and there is no
thermal capacity to the soil. Therefore there is no explicit soil temperature simulation. The ground heat flux
is therefore ignored or prescribed in the energy budget.
The usage of this approach is justified by the fact that
the diurnal cycle of atmospheric forcing is removed.
(ii) Force–restore approach
This approach assumes periodic heating and uniform
thermal properties of the soil; therefore, it requires considerable modification and tuning over inhomogeneous
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soil (Dickinson 1988). Soil temperature changes are described by
]Ts
1
2p
5
(R n 2 H 2 LE) 2
(T 2 Tm )
]t
CT
t1 s
]Tm
1
2p
5 (Ts 2 Tm ) 2
(T 2 Tc ),
]t
t1
t2 m

(2)

This approach explicitly solves the heat conduction
equation to get the soil temperatures for different model
layers,

[ ]

]Tg
] ]Tg
5
g
]t
]z ]z

G5g

)
)

]Tg
]z

z50

]Tg
]z

z52h

5 R n 2 LE 2 H
50

or Tg | z50 5 Ts ,

OF SEASONAL SOIL TEMPERATURE

VARIATIONS

(iii) Heat conduction approach

G5g

also taken daily, we cannot evaluate the diurnal variation
of soil temperature in this study.
2) SIMULATION

where t (s) is time, T s (K) is the surface temperature,
T m (K) is the daily mean surface temperature, T c (K) is
the climatological deep temperature, C T (J K21 m 22 ) is
the surface soil/vegetation heat capacity per unit area,
and t1 (s) and t 2 (s) are time constants. In this particular
form from the interactions between the soil, biosphere,
and atmosphere scheme (ISBA; Mahfouf et al. 1995),
T s is restored toward the mean surface temperature T m
with a time constant t1 of 1 day, and T m is restored
toward the climatological deep temperature T c updated
with a time constant t 2 of 20 days. The temperature T c
is updated monthly. Using this approach, the model may
have one or more layers. Since the soil temperature is
restored toward climatology while allowing some degree of variation, if the climatological values are accurate, modeled soil temperature will not drift.

Cs
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(3)

where T g (K) is the soil temperature at a particular layer,
g (J K21 m 21 ) is the soil thermal conductivity, and C s
(J K21 m 22 ) is the volumetric heat capacity of the soil.
This approach might also have a layer with heat storage
at the surface and not just an instantaneous energy balance. To solve the equation, the model needs to have
several layers and to have them discretized in a proper
way. Thermal capacities and thermal conductivity of all
layers are needed to perform the calculation. This approach is considered to be the most realistic one. Many
land surface models take this approach, such as the Parameterization for Land–Atmosphere–Cloud Exchange
(PLACE; Wetzel and Boone 1995) and Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System (MAPS; Smirnova et al.
1997) (Table 2).
Because the requested output from models in this
experiment is at the daily scale and the observations are

In PILPS 2(d), models provided average soil temperature for two overlapping layers, the upper layer (0–
10 cm) and the lower layer (0–100 cm). The observations are at the surface and four individual depths. To
avoid errors introduced by interpolation, we use the observed surface temperature and 20-cm soil temperature
to compare with the models’ upper-layer soil temperatures, and the observed 40- and 80-cm soil temperatures to compare with the models’ lower layer. The surface temperature is really the snow surface temperature
when snow is present during winter. For convenience,
we also group the 21 models into two groups and plot
them against observations separately in different panels.
The monthly averaged surface temperature can be
lower than 2108C during winter (Fig. 5) while the 20cm soil temperature is very close to 08C at the same
time. The 40- and 80-cm soil temperatures are normally
above 08C on a monthly basis (Fig. 6). Therefore, the
largest temperature gradient exists between the surface
temperature and the 20-cm level.
No matter which approach is used to simulate soil
temperature in the models, the phase of the seasonal
cycle of soil temperature is well captured for the upper
layer, given the correct atmospheric forcing, especially
air temperature (Figs. 5a,b). The lower-layer simulation,
however, shows phase differences of up to about 1
month among models and between models and observations (Figs. 6a,b).
The soil temperature shows a large scatter among
models in both layers, especially during winter. Due to
the framework of this comparison, we would expect the
models’ upper-layer soil temperature to be bounded by
the two observations at the surface and 20 cm, and the
lower-layer soil temperature to be bounded by the observations at 40 and 80 cm. The upper layer shows
reasonably good agreement between models in group A
and observations from April to November. Two models
in group B overestimate the upper-layer soil temperature
during this period while others are reasonably good.
During winter, models in group A have the upper-layer
soil temperature close to observations at 20 cm except
the ISBA, Met Office Surface Exchange Scheme (MOSES), and Simple Land–Atmosphere Mosaic (SLAM)
models, while models in group B have a much colder
upper-layer soil temperature, with the exception of SSiB
(Figs. 5a,b). The lower-layer soil temperature shows
even larger differences between group A and group B
(Figs. 6a,b). The observed soil temperatures at 40 and
80 cm are very close to 08C during winter. Almost all
models in groups A (Fig. 6a) produce very similar soil
temperature simulations, but most of the models in
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FIG. 5. (top) The mean seasonal cycle of the 0–10-cm soil temperature from all models compared with observations at (a) the surface
and (b) 20 cm. (bottom) Interannual anomalies of the 0–10-cm soil temperature averaged for the Nov–Feb period from all models compared
with observations. (a), (c) Models with frozen soil schemes are plotted in solid lines, while (b), (d) models without are plotted with dashed
lines.

group B (Fig. 6b) produce much colder soil columns
during winter and much warmer during summertime.
The aforementioned differences can be attributed to
the existence of the frozen soil schemes. As indicated
in Table 1 and in Figs. 5 and 6 (group A are models
with a frozen water scheme and are plotted in solid lines
in panels a and c, group B are models without a frozen
water scheme and are plotted in dashed lines in panels
b and d), models with an explicit frozen soil scheme
give a much more realistic soil temperature simulation
during winter than those without a frozen soil scheme.
Energy is released when the soil starts to freeze due to
the phase change of water. The energy is then used to
warm up the soil and to keep it from extreme cold. This
simple mechanism works in the real world and in the
models. So once a frozen soil scheme is included in a
land surface model, the soil temperature will not get
extremely cold at the lower and deep layers. This result

would be best supported if we could rerun the simulations with the models that have a frozen soil scheme
but with the scheme disabled. Since this study is a continuation of postexperiment analysis based upon the
availability of a new observational dataset, and since
models are continuously being improved, rerunning the
same version of those models is not possible at this
stage. However, these simple comparisons are already
good evidence of the impact of a frozen soil scheme on
soil temperature simulations.
3) SIMULATION

OF INTERANNUAL VARIATION OF
SOIL TEMPERATURE

The observed surface temperature shows strong interannual variations while the other levels have a much
weaker interannual variation during winter (Figs. 5 and
6). As mentioned above, the observations show a gen-
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FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 5, but for the top 0–100-cm soil temperature from models. The observations are at depths of 40 and 80 cm.

eral tendency for the soil to get very cold when snow
is thinner during winter. Nearly all models are able to
capture this variability to some extent. Models with a
frozen soil scheme have a much smaller amplitude of
interannual variation for both layers (Figs. 5c and 6c).
They are also much closer to the amplitude of the observed variations. Models without a frozen soil scheme
have a 3–5 times larger amplitude of variation compared
to observations for the lower layer (Figs. 5d and 6d).
4) ROLE

OF FROZEN SOIL SCHEMES IN SOIL
TEMPERATURE SIMULATION

A physically based frozen soil scheme releases energy
as the soil water changes phase from liquid to solid.
The energy slows the cooling of the soil to keep the
surface temperature from becoming extremely cold at
the beginning of the winter. The process of soil freezing
effectively increases the thermal inertia of the soil at
the beginning of winter, which efficiently damps large

temperature variations from the surface down to the
deep soil on all timescales.
Besides this direct effect, frozen soil schemes have
another effect on soil temperature and ground heat flux
simulations. The change of thermal conductivity of a
soil column when soil water turns to ice is soil moisturedependent. Generally speaking, as in the case of rather
wet soil at Valdai during winter, frozen soil has a larger
thermal conductivity than the unfrozen soil with the
same water content due to the larger thermal conductivity of ice as compared to liquid water. The high thermal conductivity makes the heat transport inside the soil
more efficient. Due to the downward temperature gradient (colder at the surface and warmer in the deep soil),
the upward ground heat flux becomes larger when soil
freezes. If this effect is also parameterized in the frozen
soil scheme, it tends to cool the soil column, which
makes the soil temperature lower (Smirnova et al. 2000).
But this effect is probably weaker than the direct effect
discussed above due to water phase changes.
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Models with frozen soil all include the changes in
heat capacity and thermal conductivity, but in slightly
different ways. Soil Water-Atmosphere–Plants land surface parameterization science (SWAP) does this simply
by changing the values by a certain factor when the soil
is frozen. A more explicit method is to calculate the
actual ice and water content in the soil to determine the
heat capacity and thermal conductivity [e.g., Australia’s
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)]. Another important difference is
how much liquid water models allow to exist when soil
temperature is below 08C. Some schemes do not allow
liquid water to exist below 08C, while others have liquid
water inside the frozen soil layer (e.g., MOSES; Cox et
al. 1999). This difference eventually affects the soil temperature simulation, as well as hydraulic properties of
the soil, as discussed later.
5) MODEL

STRUCTURE AND SOIL TEMPERATURE
SIMULATION

As shown in Fig. 2 in Schlosser et al. (2000), the 21
participants have a wide range of the number of soil
thermal layers, from the simplest 0 layers in the bucket
model to 14 layers (Anwendung des Evapotranspirations-modells; AMBETI; Braden 1995). A heat conduction approach needs at least two layers to solve the
heat conduction equation. Ideally, the more layers and
the thinner the layers get, the more chance there is to
accurately simulate the soil temperature profile. However, practical accuracy is often limited by the absence
of information on vertical profiles of parameters or even
the vertical mean parameters. A thinner layer also requires a shorter time step. The balance between practical
accuracy and efficiency is another factor that limits model performance. AMBETI has the best soil temperature
simulation among all the models (not shown here).
ISBA (Mahfouf et al. 1995; Noilhan and Mahfouf 1996)
has only two thermal layers with the second one going
from 10 cm to 2 m. The second-layer soil temperature
is fixed at 08C when the top layer is frozen. This configuration produces large upward heat fluxes due to the
large temperature gradient and thickness of the second
layer. As discussed by Slater et al. (2001), the model
structure, especially the way that the snow layer and
top soil layer are connected, also affects the soil temperature simulation. An implicit scheme lumps snow
and surface soil and vegetation together, so the soil temperature tends to be colder. This is different from models
that diffuse energy between a separate snow layer and
the top soil layer.
b. Runoff and soil moisture simulation in spring and
the hydrological effect of a frozen soil scheme
As shown by Schlosser et al. (2000), nearly all models
simulated the correct seasonal cycle of root-zone soil
moisture fairly well, while at the same time there was
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considerable scatter among the models and there were
differences between the models and the observations.
Here, we will not study the soil moisture simulation
during the whole period but rather focus on the winter
and spring when frozen soil exists. Major runoff events
happen during the spring snowmelt at Valdai, and we
focus on this period for runoff, even though there is the
second peak during the fall. Because of the large interannual variation of snow during winter and the snow
ablation period in the spring, and the temporal scale of
the runoff processes, mean values of snow and runoff
calculated based on the 18 yr are not good candidates
to use in the study. Instead, we use several individual
years as examples. Based on observations, the following
three springs are chosen: 1972, 1976, and 1978. The
winter of 1971/72 had the least snow and the winter of
1975/76 had the most snow during the 18 yr. The winter
of 1977/78 had a snow depth close to the average over
the 18 yr. Looking at these 3 yr gives us a more comprehensive picture of the models’ performances.
1) RUNOFF

SIMULATION DURING SNOWMELT

As a consequence of the spring snowmelt, a large
amount of water becomes available for infiltration and
runoff. In the real world, if the infiltration capacity or
the maximum infiltration rate is not large enough to let
all the available water go into the soil, surface runoff
will be generated. The infiltration capacity is controlled
by the soil texture and soil moisture conditions. Whether
the soil is frozen or not is another key factor that influences the infiltration capacity.
Largely influenced by the snow simulation, most
models produce a slightly earlier runoff than observed
(Figs. 7–9). Generally, the earlier the snow ablation
takes place in the model, the earlier the runoff will be;
the faster the snow melts, the higher the runoff peak;
and the greater the snow amount, the more total volume
of water available for runoff and infiltration. Sublimation also affects the partition of snow water. Slater et
al. (2001) looked at the scatter in accumulated sublimation as simulated by models and found that net snow
sublimation varies considerably among the models. This
also affects the amount of snow available for runoff and
infiltration when it melts. In this sense, the snow simulation has a large impact on the performance of the
runoff simulation. In Figs. 7–9 we highlight the snow
metamorphism model CROCUS in red in several panels.
CROCUS gives a good simulation of snow in almost
all years, especially of the timing of snowmelt. This in
turn provides the correct amount of water to infiltration
and runoff at the right time. The result is an almost
perfect match to the runoff curves (Figs. 7d–9d). This
is especially important given the simplicity of the model’s runoff scheme, where runoff rate is only determined
by soil moisture with a linear relationship.
In addition to snow, the infiltration (or partition)
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FIG. 7. Time series of the major hydrological variables simulated by models for the winter of 1971/72. (a) Precipitation (mm day 21 ); Blue
indicates snowfall and red indicates rain. (b) Snow water equivalent (SWE, mm). Blue dots indicate observations. Models are plotted as
black lines except CROCUS and SPS, which are highlighted in red and green, respectively. (c) Snow-cover fraction (%). Only observations
are available. (d) Daily runoff (mm day 21 ). Blue curve is the observations. Models are plotted as black curves except CROCUS, SPS, and
SPONSOR, which are highlighted in red, green, and purple, respectively. (e) Top 10-cm soil moisture (SM, mm). Blue dots are observations.
Models are plotted as black curves except CROCUS, which is highlighted in red. SPS and SPONSOR do not have output for this layer.
Model simulations of 0–10-cm soil moisture are only available from Feb to May in 1971–79. (f ) As in (e) but for top 1 m. Models are
plotted as black curves except CROCUS, SPS, and SPONSOR, which are highlighted in red, green, and purple, respectively.

scheme also affects the runoff. For example, the Snow–
Plant–Snow model (SPS; Kim and Ek 1995) has a satisfactory simulation of snow, but the runoff is totally
wrong (Figs. 7d–9d, green curves). This is simply because the model partitions all the meltwater into infiltration and drainage takes place much more slowly than

surface runoff. The runoff peaks more than 20 days later
than observed. The gradual release of water from the
soil also reduces the maximum rate of runoff tremendously. The observed runoff rate can be as high as 15
mm day 21 , while SPS has a maximum runoff rate of 2–
3 mm day 21 .
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FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 7 but for the winter of 1975/76.

2) SOIL

MOISTURE SIMULATION

For the top 1 m of soil (Figs. 7f–9f), all nonbuckettype models can capture the soil moisture recharge after
the snowmelt. Because at Valdai the top 1-m soil moisture is close to field capacity [specified as 271 mm in
the PILPS 2(d) instructions] during most winters, the
bucket is full and has no ability to accept any more
water. For Richard’s equation–based schemes, field capacity is not explicitly used and neither is the maximum
of soil-water content. One model (SPONSOR) seems to
have a numerical instability problem during this sim-

ulation (Figs. 7g–9g, purple curves). A sudden soil
moisture drop right after snowmelt might be caused by
the extremely high hydraulic conductivity used in several time steps when soil becomes saturated with the
melting water during the model integration. This soil
moisture drop also produces a spike in total runoff simulation (Figs. 7d–9d). This makes it not follow the seasonal cycle at all.
Observations show a soil moisture increase during
snowmelt in most years, even though the top 1 m of
soil is already close to or above field capacity. Then the
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FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 7 but for the winter of 1977/78.

soil moisture gradually decreases after the snow disappears. This means that there is infiltration taking place
during snowmelt regardless of the soil moisture state
before the melting or of the soil temperature. The water
table temporarily enters the top 1 m of soil, making the
soil moisture greater than the field capacity. This behavior for this part of Russia was previously pointed
out by Robock et al. (1998) in their Fig. 6.
For the top 10-cm soil (Figs. 7e–9e), nearly all models
underestimate the soil moisture. As shown in observations, the soil moisture in the top 10 cm is much

higher than field capacity and very close to saturation.
The total soil-water content (including water and ice)
decreases with depth almost linearly in the top 50 cm
(not shown). This inverse soil moisture gradient was
observed almost every September to the next April. This
indicates that the surface soil layer might have a different porosity from the rest of the soil column, while
the experiment uses the same porosity for all levels. The
underestimation in the model simulation is due to the
predefined soil porosity of 0.401 in the experiment, and
therefore models cannot go above this.
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3) ROLE

OF A FROZEN SOIL SCHEME IN THE
RUNOFF AND SOIL MOISTURE SIMULATION

In addition to the thermal effect of a frozen soil layer,
discussed earlier, another potential effect is that when
the soil is frozen or partially frozen, infiltration from
the surface could be changed due to the change of soil
structure, pore-size distribution of the soil, and the hydraulic conductivity (Hillel 1998). The influence of
freezing on soil structure varies depending on many
factors, such as structural condition before freezing, soil
type, water content, number of freeze/thaw cycles, freezing temperature, and freezing rate. In soil with a poor
structure, freezing can lead to a higher level of aggregation as a result of dehydration and the pressure of ice
crystals. On the other hand, if the soil structure is well
developed, expansion of the freezing water within the
larger aggregates and clods may cause them to break
down. This breakdown is enhanced when freezing occurs so fast that the water freezes in situ within the
aggregates, whereas during slow freezing the water can
migrate from the aggregates to the ice crystals in the
macropores. Freezing influences the permeability of
soils owing to the fact that ice impedes the infiltration
rate. In partially frozen soil it is very likely that the
infiltration rate will be suppressed as a result of impeding ice lenses as well as structural changes. Current land
surface models do not simulate all these details but rather try to model a simplified process. An ‘‘explicit’’ frozen soil scheme will reduce the infiltration based on soil
temperature, soil ice content, and soil properties. An
‘‘implicit’’ frozen soil scheme might totally stop water
flow inside the soil (Mitchell and Warrilow 1987) by
specifying that if the snow melts while the soil is still
frozen, the meltwater cannot infiltrate to recharge the
soil moisture and it will have to run off. Models that
are parameterized for general circulation model uses
might not alter the infiltration capacity even when the
soil is frozen. They are designed to represent a large
region (one grid box in a low-resolution model) where
Hortonian surface runoff from frozen soil surface would
find its way into the soil elsewhere in the same grid
box, owing to heterogeneities in frozen soil and soil
freezing hydraulic conductivity (Cox et al. 1999). This
will also help us to understand the difference in the
runoff simulations shown between CROCUS and SPS.
The latter is designed and calibrated to simulate processes at a much larger spatial scale. This is why the
runoff is delayed for about 20 days compared with observations. On the contrary, the simple runoff parameterization in CROCUS matches well the scale of this
catchment so that it can produce good simulations. We
might speculate that the performance of these models
would be different or even reversed when applied at the
large scale for which SPS was developed.
Presumably, an LSS with a frozen soil scheme will
have less water in the soil after the snow is gone, while
those without frozen soil will fill the soil column with
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water and then let drainage and evaporation take place.
But this speculation is based on two assumptions: 1) the
soil is not saturated before the snowmelt so that infiltration can take place later on; 2) the soil is still totally
frozen when snow is melting and there is no infiltration.
In the PILPS 2(d) experiment, however, we do not see
a big difference in soil moisture simulations from models with or without frozen soil physics. As mentioned
above, the top 1 m of soil always reaches field capacity,
and the top 10 or 20 cm can be saturated during winter
in Valdai (Figs. 7–9). The water table rises into the root
zone at this time. No matter whether a frozen soil layer
is included in a model or not, the change of soil moisture
from before snow cover (normally November) to after
the snowmelt is very limited by the available pore space.
Nevertheless, the first assumption is valid in this case.
As shown in Fig. 3, however, the soil ice is melting
when the snow is melting. The top of the frozen soil
layer moves downward to a lower level, which leaves
the top part of the soil available for some infiltration.
The winter of 1971/72 is the winter with the least snow
and thickest frozen soil. But when the snow melts, the
frozen soil disappears from the top very quickly (Fig.
3). As we mentioned above, the heterogeneity of soil
freezing also allows surface water to find ways to infiltrate somewhere else in the catchment. The second
assumption is invalid. Therefore, the influence of the
frozen soil on infiltration is weak in the observations at
Valdai. The difference in soil moisture simulations produced by frozen soil schemes between two groups of
models (models with frozen soil and those without) cannot be clearly distinguished from the differences caused
by any other sources of difference between models.
c. Snow-cover fraction simulation and role of snow
schemes in land surface modeling
The snow simulation in an LSS plays a very important
role in the energy and water budget. The snow albedo
changes the absorbed energy in the visible and nearinfrared bands dramatically at the surface. As discussed
above, the total snow amount will determine the amount
of available water for infiltration and runoff in spring.
Slater et al. (2001) studied the snow simulations in this
experiment and used the differences in snow evaporation, snow albedo, snow-cover fraction, and snow model
structure to explain the differences among the models.
As an extension of their study, this paper will also address the snow-cover fraction issue based on observations.
Surface albedo during winter depends on snow albedo, snow-cover fraction and underlying vegetation.
Snow albedo depends on the physical state of the snow,
especially snow grain-size, snow type, and contamination. But these quantities are always hard to measure
and quantify. Careful observations of snow albedo at
small scales (e.g., Warren and Wiscombe 1980; Warren
1982) have provided the basis for snow albedo simu-
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lation in numerical models. To explicitly simulate these
processes by solving a full set of equations is computationally expensive, so most land surface models take
a shortcut, using empirical relationships between snow
albedo and other variables, such as temperature, age of
snow, and SWE. Different snow models may only consider a subset of these in the snow albedo formulation.
The snow-cover fraction is formulated as a linear or
asymptotic function based on snow depth and surface
characteristics such as vegetation roughness. Of course,
the simplest model is to assume 100% coverage of snow
when snow is present. Detailed information about albedo and fractional cover formulas in the 21 LSSs in
PILPS 2(d) is listed in Table 2 of Slater et al. (2001).
SWE and snow-cover fractions were observed at 44
points inside the catchment so they more or less represent the whole catchment. The observed snow-cover
fraction was 100% from the first observation during
winter to the beginning of snowmelt (Figs. 7d–9d). Even
with thin snow on the ground after the initial snowfall,
the snow-cover fraction was high and the surface albedo
was high. When models cannot correctly simulate snowcover fraction, the surface albedo will be wrong even
with a correct snow albedo scheme. During snowmelt,
with a fair amount of snow on the ground, the surface
albedo can be very low because the snow-cover fraction
is low and because of a low snow albedo when melting.
Because fresh snow has a much higher albedo than
old snow, snow albedo exhibits hysteresis in the relationship between total snow depth and snow albedo even
though it is the surface layer of snow that determines
snow albedo. This hysteresis can be represented in models that explicitly simulate the snow albedo based on
the top snow layer. Interestingly, the snow-cover fraction at the Valdai grassland also exhibits hysteresis. For
the same amount of snow, snow-cover fraction during
snow accumulation is always higher than during the
snowmelt period, especially for thin snow. As shown in
Fig. 4b, there is a general linear relationship between
SWE and snow-cover fraction when snow covers less
than 100% of the area. This linear relationship is from
observations during snowmelt and we can speculate that
the relationship between those two during snow accumulation will have a smaller slope.
To illustrate this snow-cover fraction hysteresis, the
numbered arrows in Fig. 4b indicate the possible path
of changes of snow-cover fraction and SWE during a
winter. Arrow 1 is the first snowfall at the beginning of
the winter or late fall. This is a dramatic change in
surface albedo and snow-cover fraction without heavy
snowfall. Arrow 2 is during the snow accumulation period, which lasts about 4 months. Arrow 3 is during the
first several days of the melting when SWE decreases
quickly while the snow still covers the whole area. After
that, snow-cover fraction decreases almost linearly with
SWE as indicated by arrow 4. If there is another snowfall during the melting period, it brings the snow-cover
fraction back to 1.0 very quickly even though this snow-
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fall might be little. This effect is very well illustrated
in 1976 (Figs. 8b,c). As a result of the late-season snowfall and subsequent increase of snow-cover fraction, we
expect the surface albedo to jump right up after the
snowfall. Then the snow-cover fraction decreases linearly with SWE again until all the snow is gone. It is
easy to fit the data to get an empirical function at this
stage, but this linear relation is probably not universal
and depends somewhat on the surface topography and
vegetation. Since none of the snow-cover fraction formulas in the current models include this feature, the
lack of this effect can significantly affect the snow simulations.
4. Discussion and conclusions
The 18-yr offline simulations and observations from
Valdai with inter- and intraannual variation of soil temperature, frozen soil depth, soil moisture, snow, and
runoff are a valuable resource for land surface model
validation and evaluation. It must be remembered, however, that the model simulations used in this analysis
were conducted several years ago. Some of the models
have been improved since then, including improvements
in response to the results of this PILPS 2(d) experiment,
and, therefore, the results may not reflect the current
model performance. Most of these models also participated in the PILPS 2(e) experiment and their current
performance in cold region simulations is described by
Bowling et al. (2002a,b) and Nijssen et al. (2002). In
PILPS 2(e) most models include an explicit representation of frozen soil, no doubt partly in response to the
results of PILPS 2(d). We hope, however, that the new
analyses presented here will lead to further improvement
of model performances.
Over a region like Valdai with seasonal snow cover
and frozen soil, snow simulation is the most important
feature for a land surface model to be able to simulate
components of the land surface hydrology correctly in
the spring. Snow affects the availability of water for
runoff and infiltration, affects the energy available for
evapotranspiration through its albedo and indirect effect
on resulting soil moisture, and affects soil temperature
by its blanketing effects. These effects are clearly demonstrated in the analyses of the PILPS 2(d) experiment
here.
Based on observations, snow metamorphism has been
introduced into some snow modules. Physical processes
such as absorption of solar radiation with depth, phase
changes between solid and liquid water, and water transmission through the snowpack have been added (e.g.,
CROCUS; Brun et al. 1992). Brun et al. showed that
introduction of metamorphism laws into the snow model
significantly improved model performance. We also
showed that more sophisticated snow schemes in land
surface models, after careful calibration have the potential to produce a large improvement in hydrological
event simulations in a region where snow cover lasts
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several months and water equivalent snow depth reaches
several centimeters. Simple snow models can simulate
snow accumulation when the right critical temperature
for snowfall is chosen, but once snow starts to melt,
they do not have the ability to represent the real world,
resulting in errors in the simulation of snow melting in
terms of timing and total amount. Although there are
tunable parameters in simple snow models in most cases, and there is always the possibility that the model
can be tuned to fit observations, the parameter values
would have to be case- and region-dependent, and even
then the model would not capture the real physics. A
realistic parameterization of snow-cover fraction that
relates the surface characteristics and represents the hysteresis is needed to improve the snow and surface energy
simulation. We have observed this important feature in
the grassland catchment, but none of the models parameterizes it into the snow model. This can potentially
produce substantial errors in surface albedo simulation
and energy budget.
Frozen soil in the winter was expected to have a great
influence on the runoff and soil moisture simulation
(Mitchell and Warrilow 1987; Pitman et al. 1999). But
Pitman et al. (1999) were not able to show improvement
of runoff simulation when including soil ice in a Global
Soil Wetness Project–type simulation. Cherkauer and
Lettenmaier (1999) also found that including frozen soil
in their LSS had a relatively small effect on soil moisture
and runoff. Even though snow is present, infiltration can
occur as the soil is not frozen near the top as meltwater
percolates. Over a large region, Hortonian surface runoff
can always find its way to infiltrate somewhere in the
domain owing to the fact that soil is not freezing homogeneously because of variation in soil texture, soil
structure, soil moisture, and soil temperature, and many
other factors. So inclusion of a frozen soil scheme has
little effect on the simulations of soil moisture.
Soil-water freezing has been proved to be very important in soil temperature simulation, however. We observed a large temperature gradient at the near-surface
soil during winter. This is attributed to the frozen soil,
which releases heat when water changes phases from
liquid to solid, keeping the soil from getting extremely
cold. This effect is also found in models with a frozen
soil scheme, in both seasonal and interannual timescales.
These models produce much more realistic soil temperature variations than those without a frozen soil
scheme. It has been found that soil temperature is a
dominant factor in determining the rate of soil carbon
cycling in the boreal forest (Nakane et al. 1997), and
the timing of snowmelt and soil thaw is a major factor
in determining annual carbon uptake in a boreal region
(Sellers et al. 1997). As land surface schemes begin to
simulate carbon and nitrogen fluxes from biological processes, they need to get soil freezing and soil temperature right to be able to correctly simulate the biological
processes. Our results suggest that with a more explicit
frozen soil model they have the hope of doing so.
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